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COMMENTS ON A CERTAIN BROADSHEET



published in Belgium towards the end of 1647, entitled 'An account of the human mind, or rational soul, which explains what it is and what it can be'



A few days ago I received two pamphlets attacking me, the one openly and directly, the other covertly and indirectly. I am quite unconcerned about the former;†1 I am even grateful to the author, for the result of his grotesque efforts is simply a heap of worthless quibbles and slanders which no one could believe - a result which bears witness to the fact that he was unable to find in my writings anything which he could justly censure. Thus, in criticizing my writings he has confirmed their truth more effectively than he would have done by praising them - and all at the expense of his own reputation. The other work contains nothing that openly refers to me; it is published anonymously, and without the name of the printer.†2 Nevertheless, it troubles me more, for it expresses opinions which I judge to be positively harmful and mistaken. It is issued in the form of a broadsheet which can be fixed to church doors, and may thus strike the eye of any chance reader. It is said, moreover, that in an earlier printing of the sheet, in a slightly different format, a certain individual was named as the author - one who is regarded by many as propounding doctrines identical to my own. I am forced, therefore, to expose his errors, so that they will not be attributed to me by those who come across these papers without having read my own writings. The following is the broadsheet in its latest form.



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 342 p. 294 AN ACCOUNT OF THE HUMAN MIND, OR RATIONAL SOUL, WHICH EXPLAINS WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT CAN BE



(1) The human mind is that by means of which man immediately performs acts of thinking. It consists solely in the faculty, or inner principle, of thinking. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 342 p. 294 (2) So far as the nature of things is concerned, the possibility seems to be open that the mind can be either a substance or a mode of a corporeal substance. Or, if we are to follow some philosophers, who hold that extension and thought are attributes which are present in certain substances, as in subjects, then since these attributes are not opposites but merely different, there is no reason why the mind should not be a sort of attribute co-existing with extension in the same subject, though the one attribute is not included in the concept of the other. For whatever we can conceive of can exist. Now, it is conceivable that the mind is some such item; for none of these implies a contradiction. Therefore it is possible that the mind is some such item.



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 343 p. 295 (3) Thus, those who assert that we clearly and distinctly conceive the human mind as necessarily (or actually)†1 and really distinct from the body are mistaken. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 343 p. 295 (4) In many passages in Holy Scripture, however, it is revealed that the mind is nothing but a substance or entity which is really distinct from the body, is actually separable from it, and is capable of existing on its own apart from the body. So this fact, which some people may find doubtful by nature (if we are seeking exact, as distinct from merely probable, truth and knowledge)†2 is for us, through its divine revelation in Scripture, now beyond doubt. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 343 p. 295 (5) The fact that we can have doubts about the existence of the body, but never about the existence of the mind, is no objection. For this just goes to show that, so long as we have doubts about the existence of the body, we cannot say that the mind is a mode of the body. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 344 p. 295 (6) The human mind is a substance really distinct from the body; nevertheless, so long as it is in the body, it is organic in all its actions. Thus, as the disposition of the body varies, so the mind has different thoughts. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 344 p. 295 (7) Since the mind is by nature different from the body and from the disposition of the body, and cannot arise from this disposition, it is incorruptible. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 344 p. 295 (8) Since, in our conception of it, the mind has no parts or any extension, it is pointless asking whether it exists as a whole in the whole body, or as a whole in the individual parts of the body. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 344 p. 295 (9) The mind can be affected by imaginary things just as much as by real things; hence, if we are seeking not merely probable, but precise and exact knowledge of reality,†3 it is by nature doubtful whether any bodies are really perceived by us. Nevertheless, the divine revelation of Scripture removes even this doubt, and shows it to be indubitable that God created heaven and earth and everything in them, and keeps them in existence even now. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 344 p. 295 (10) The bond which keeps the soul conjoined with the body is the law of the immutability of nature, according to which everything remains in its present state so long as it is not disturbed by anything else. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 295



(11) Since the mind is a substance which is newly created in the process of generation, the correct view seems to be that the rational soul is brought into existence by God during this process, through an immediate act of creation. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 295 (12) The mind has no need of ideas, or notions, or axioms which are innate: its faculty of thinking is all it needs for performing its own acts. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 295 (13) Thus all common notions which are engraved in the mind have their origin in observation of things or in verbal instruction. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 296 (14) Even the idea of God which is implanted in the mind has its origin either in divine revelation, or in verbal instruction, or in observation of things. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 296 (15) Our concept of God, or the idea of God which is present in our mind, does not in itself constitute a very strong argument for proving the existence of God, for it is not the case that everything of which we have an explicit conception exists; and the idea of God, in so far as we have such a conception (and an imperfect one at that), no more transcends our characteristic powers of thinking than the concept of any other thing whatever. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 296 (16) The mind has two different sorts of thought: intellect and volition. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 345 p. 296 (17) Intellect comprises perception and judgement. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 (18) Perception comprises sense-perception, memory, and imagination. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 (19) Sense-perception consists entirely in the perception of some corporeal motion, which requires no intentional forms;†1 it takes place not in the external sense organs, but in the brain alone. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 (20) The will is free and, in the case of natural things, is indifferent as between opposites - as we know from our own inner awareness. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296



(21) The will is self-determining, and should no more be said to be blind than vision should be said to be deaf. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 'No one acquires a great reputation for piety more easily than the superstitious or hypocritical person.'†2



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 AN EXAMINATION OF THE BROADSHEET



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 346 p. 296 Comments on the title I notice that in the title we are promised not just bald assertions about the rational soul, but an explanation of it. We must suppose, then, that the broadsheet contains all the arguments - or at any rate the main ones - which the author had, not only for proving, but also for explicating, his assertions, and that no other arguments are to be expected from him. I approve of his calling the rational soul the 'human mind', for by using this expression he avoids the ambiguity in the term 'soul', and he is following me in this respect.



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 347 p. 296 Comments on the individual articles In the first article his intention seems to be to provide a definition of the rational soul; but his definition is imperfect, for he fails to specify its genus, i.e. to say whether it is a substance, or a mode, or something else. He gives only the differentia, which he has taken from me, for as far as I know, no one before me has stated that the rational soul consists solely in thought, that is, in the faculty of thinking or the internal principle by means of which we think. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 347 p. 297 In the second article he begins by asking what the genus of the rational soul is, and says 'The nature of things seems to leave open the possibility that the human mind is either a substance or a mode of a corporeal substance.' Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 347 p. 297 This assertion involves a contradiction, just as much as if he had said 'The nature of things leaves open the possibility that a mountain exists either with or without a valley.' We must of course distinguish between on the one hand things which by their very nature are susceptible of change such as the fact that at present I am writing or not writing as the case may be, or the fact that one



person is prudent, another imprudent - and on the other hand things which never change, such as everything which belongs to the essence of something (as philosophers generally acknowledge). It can undoubtedly be said of contingent items that the nature of things leaves open the possibility that they may be either in one state or in a different state. For example, at present I may be either writing or not writing. But when it is a question of the essence of something, it would be quite foolish and self-contradictory to say that the nature of things leaves open the possibility that the essence of something may have a different character from the one it actually has. The impossibility of existing without a valley is part of the nature of a mountain; and it belongs just as much to the nature of the human mind that it is what it is, viz. that it is a substance (if it is a substance), or a mode of a corporeal thing (if such it is). Our author tries to convince us on this score, and to prove his point he adds the words, 'or if we are to follow some philosophers'. In the expression 'some philosophers' he is obviously referring to me, for I am the first to have regarded thought as the principal attribute of an incorporeal substance, and extension as the principal attribute of a corporeal substance.†1 But I did not say that these attributes are present in the substances as in subjects distinct from them. We must take care here not to understand the word 'attribute' to mean simply 'mode', for we term an 'attribute' whatever we recognize as being naturally ascribable to something, whether it be a mode which is susceptible of change, or the absolutely immutable essence of the thing in question. Thus God has many attributes, but no modes. Again, one of the attributes of any substance is its subsisting on its own. The extension of a body, moreover, may take on various different modes: a body's being spherical constitutes one mode, being square a different mode. But considered in itself, the extension itself - the subject of these modes - is not a mode of the corporeal substance, but an attribute which constitutes its natural essence. Lastly there are various modes of thought, for affirmation is a different mode of thinking from denial, and so on. But thought itself, as the internal principle from which these modes spring and in which they are present, is not conceived as a mode, but as an attribute which constitutes the nature of a substance. Whether this substance is corporeal or incorporeal is the question at issue here. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 349 p. 298 He adds 'these attributes are not opposites, but merely different'. Again there is a contradiction in this statement. For, when the question concerns attributes which constitute the essence of some substances, there can be no greater opposition between them than the fact that they are different; and when he acknowledges that the one attribute is different from the other, this is tantamount to saying that the one attribute is not the other; but 'is' and 'is not' are contraries. He says 'since they are not opposites but merely different, there is no reason why the mind should not be a sort of attribute co-existing with extension in the same subject, though the one attribute is not included in the concept of the other'.†1 There is a manifest contradiction in this statement, for the author is taking something which can hold strictly speaking only for modes and inferring that it holds for any attribute whatsoever; but he nowhere proves that the mind, or the internal principle of thought, is such a mode. On the contrary, I shall presently show that it is not, on the basis of what he actually says in article five. As for the attributes which constitute the natures of things, it cannot be said that those which are different, and such that the concept of the one is not contained in the concept of the other, are present together in one and the same subject; for that would be equivalent to saying that one and the same subject has two different natures - a statement that implies a contradiction, at least when it is a question of a simple subject (as in the present case) rather than a composite one.



Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 350 p. 298 Three points should be borne in mind here. If the author had properly understood them, he would never have fallen into such manifest errors. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 350 p. 298 Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 350 p. 298 First, it is part of the nature of a mode that, although we can readily understand a substance apart from a mode, we cannot vice versa clearly understand a mode unless at the same time we have a conception of the substance of which it is a mode (as I explained in the Principles, Part 1, article 61).†2 All philosophers are agreed on this point. But it is clear from his fifth article that our author has paid no attention to this rule, for he admits there that we can have doubts about the existence of the body, whereas we have no doubts about the existence of the mind. It follows from this that we can understand the mind apart from the body; hence it is not a mode of the body. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 350 p. 299 Second, I wish at this point to stress the difference between simple entities and composite entities. A composite entity is one which is found to have two or more attributes, each one of which can be distinctly understood apart from the other. For, in virtue of the fact that one of these attributes can be distinctly understood apart from the other, we know that the one is not a mode of the other, but is a thing, or attribute of a thing, which can subsist without the other. A simple entity, on the other hand, is one in which no such attributes are to be found. It is clear from this that a subject which we understand to possess solely extension and the various modes of extension is a simple entity; so too is a subject which we recognize as having thought and the various modes of thought as its sole attribute. But that which we regard as having at the same time both extension and thought is a composite entity, namely a man - an entity consisting of a soul and a body. Our author seems here to have taken a man to be simply a body, of which the man's mind is a mode. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 351 p. 299 Lastly, we should note that in subjects which are composed of several substances, one such substance often stands out; and we view this substance in such a way that any of the other substances which we associate with it are nothing but modes of it. Thus a man who is dressed can be regarded as a compound of a man and clothes. But with respect to the man, his being dressed is merely a mode, although clothes are substances. In the same way, in the case of a man, who is composed of a soul and a body, our author might be regarding the body as the principal element, in relation to which having a soul or the possession of thought is nothing but a mode. But it is absurd to infer from this that the soul itself, or that in virtue of which the body thinks, is not a substance distinct from the body. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 351 p. 299 He endeavours to support his contention by means of the following syllogism: 'Whatever we can conceive of can exist. Now it is conceivable that the mind is some such item (viz. a substance or a mode of a corporeal substance); for none of these implies a contradiction. Therefore . . .'.†1 We



should note that even though the rule, 'Whatever we can conceive of can exist',†2 is my own, it is true only so long as we are dealing with a conception which is clear and distinct, a conception which embraces the possibility of the thing in question, since God can bring about whatever we clearly perceive to be possible. But we ought not to use this rule heedlessly, because it is easy for someone to imagine that he properly understands something when in fact he is blinded by some preconception and does not understand it at all. This is just what happens when the author maintains that there is no contradiction involved in saying that one and the same thing possesses one or the other of two totally different natures, i.e. that it is a substance or a mode. If he had merely said that he could see no reason for regarding the human mind as an incorporeal substance, rather than a mode of a corporeal substance, we could have excused his ignorance. Moreover, if he had said that human intelligence could find no reasons which might decisively settle the question one way or the other, his arrogance would indeed be blameworthy, but his statement would involve no obvious contradiction. But when he says that the nature of things leaves open the possibility that the same thing is either a substance or a mode,†1 what he says is quite self-contradictory, and shows how irrational his mind is. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 352 p. 300 In the third article he pronounces judgement upon me. For it was I who wrote that the human mind can be perceived clearly and distinctly as a substance which is distinct from a corporeal substance.†2 Our author, however, proclaims that I am mistaken, though the only arguments he has to support him are the ones expounded in the preceding article, and these involve a contradiction. But I shall not spend further time on this. Nor do I propose to examine the somewhat ambiguous phrase, 'necessarily (or actually)', for it is of no great importance. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 353 p. 300 I decline also to examine the views about Holy Scripture expressed in the fourth article, as I do not wish to appear to be assuming the right to question someone else's religion. I shall simply say that in this context three different sorts of questions should be distinguished. First, some things are believed through faith alone - such as the mystery of the Incarnation, the Trinity, and the like. Secondly, other questions, while having to do with faith, can also be investigated by natural reason: among the latter, orthodox theologians usually count the questions of the existence of God, and the distinction between the human soul and the body. Thirdly, there are questions which have nothing whatever to do with faith, and which are the concern solely of human reasoning, such as the problem of squaring the circle, or of making gold by the techniques of alchemy, and the like. Just as it is an abuse of Scripture to presume to solve problems of the third sort on the basis of some mistaken interpretation of the Bible, so it diminishes the authority of Scripture to undertake to demonstrate questions of the first kind by means of arguments derived solely from philosophy. Theologians, however, all contend that it needs to be shown that such questions are not incompatible with the natural light, and it is principally to this task that they devote their studies. As to questions of the second sort, not only do they not regard them as being resistant to the natural light, but they even encourage philosophers to demonstrate them to the best of their ability by arguments which are grounded in human reason.†1 But I have never seen anyone who maintained that the nature of things does not exclude the possibility of something's being in a different state from the one described in Holy Scripture, unless his intention was to show indirectly that he had no faith in



Scripture. For, since we were born men before we became Christians we cannot believe that anyone would seriously embrace opinions which he thinks contrary to that right reason which constitutes being a man, simply in order to cling to the faith which makes him a Christian. But perhaps this is not what our author is saying, for his words are: 'this fact, which some people may find doubtful by nature, is for us, through its divine revelation in scripture, now beyond doubt'.†2 In this statement I find a double contradiction. The first one lies in his supposition that the essence of one and the same thing is, by nature, doubtful, and hence is subject to change, for it is self-contradictory that the essence of something does not always remain the same - the supposition that it changes entails that the thing in question will be a different thing, and will require a different name. The second contradiction lies in the words 'some people', for, owing to the fact that nature is the same for everyone, what can be doubtful only for some is not by nature doubtful. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 354 p. 301 The fifth article should be related to the second rather than the fourth, for in it the author is not concerned with divine revelation, but with the nature of the mind - with the question whether it is a substance or a mode. In order to show that it is possible to defend the thesis that the mind is nothing but a mode, he tries to get round an objection taken from my writings. I wrote that we cannot doubt that our mind exists, because from the very fact that we are doubting, it follows that our mind exists, but for all that, we can doubt whether any bodies exist †3. From this I concluded and demonstrated that we clearly perceive the mind as an existing thing, or substance, even though we have no conception of any body whatever and even deny that any bodies exist, and hence that the concept of the mind does not in itself involve any concept of body. He thinks that he can explode this argument by saying that 'this just goes to show that, so long as we have doubts about the existence of the body, we cannot say that the mind is a mode of the body'. He shows here that he is utterly ignorant of what it is that philosophers term a 'mode'. As I explained above, the nature of a mode is such that it cannot be understood at all unless the concept of the thing of which it is a mode is implied in its own concept. Our author admits that the mind can sometimes be understood apart from the body, viz. when there are doubts about the existence of the body. It follows from this that, at least when such doubts are entertained, the mind cannot be said to be a mode of the body. Now what is sometimes true of the essence or nature of something is always true of it. Nevertheless the author asserts that 'the nature of things leaves open the possibility that the mind is merely a mode of the body'.†1 These two statements manifestly contradict each other. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 355 p. 302 In the sixth article I fail to grasp his meaning. I do remember hearing in the Schools that 'the soul is an actuality of the organic body',†2 but till this day I have never heard the soul itself termed 'organic'. So I beg our author's pardon if I set forth my conjectures, not as true fact, but simply as mere conjectures, for I have nothing to say here that is certain. There are, I think, two mutually incompatible statements which come to mind: one is that the human mind is a substance which is really distinct from the body. The author does make this statement quite explicitly, but so far as he can, he provides reasons for not accepting it, and contends that it can be proved only by the authority of Holy Scripture. The other statement is that the same human mind is 'organic' or is instrumental in all its acts, i.e. it does not perform any actions on its own, but is something of which the body makes use, just as it makes use of the arrangement †3 of its limbs and other corporeal



modes. So in fact he asserts, though not quite in so many words, that 'the mind is nothing but a mode of the body', as though he had set the sights of all his arguments on this one target. These two statements are so manifestly contradictory that I do not think the author intended the reader to accept both at the same time; I think he deliberately muddled them together, with the aim of satisfying in some way his more simple-minded readers and fellow theologians by citing the authority of Scripture, while the more sharp-witted of his readers would recognize that he is speaking ironically when he says that 'the mind is distinct from the body', and that he is entirely of the opinion that the mind is nothing but a mode. Desc.: DV1 CCB ap. 356 p. 302
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